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www.zabbix.com/integrations
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- Zendesk
- Docker
- JIRA
- MongoDB
- MySQL
LATEST INTEGRATIONS: PARTICIPATE

iTopp

H5 audits

QNAP

Network Performance Intelligence
LATEST INTEGRATIONS: CONSIDER SPONSORING
Zabbix is a software that monitors and tracks performance and availability of IT infrastructure.

Zabbix is an enterprise-class open source distributed monitoring solution designed to monitor and track performance and availability of network servers, devices, services and other IT resources.

Zabbix is an all-in-one monitoring solution that allows users to collect, store, manage and analyze information received from IT infrastructure, as well as display on-screen, and alert by e-mail, SMS or Jabber when thresholds are reached.

Zabbix allows administrators to recognize server and device problems within a short period of time and therefore reduces the system downtime and risk of system failure. The monitoring solution is being actively used by SMBs and large enterprises across all industries and almost in every country of the world.

Learn more:
- Learn from documentation
- Purchase Technical Support contract
- Zabbix official Forum
- Webinars
- Community template repository
- Official Integration and Templates
- Register for upcoming training sessions
CLOUDS: NOW

Zabbix server virtual appliance 4.4 Medium Performance

By: Zabbix
Latest Version: 4.4.3

Zabbix is an enterprise-class open source distributed monitoring software designed to monitor and track performance and availability of network servers, devices, services and other IT resources. Zabbix is an all-in-one monitoring solution that allows users to collect, store, manage and analyze information received from IT infrastructure, as well as display on-screen, and alert by e-mail, SMS or Jabber when thresholds are reached.

Zabbix allows administrators to recognize server and device problems within a short period of time and therefore reduces the system downtime and risk of system failure. The monitoring solution is being actively used by SMBs and large enterprises across all industries and almost in every country of the world.

Product Overview

Highlights
- All-in-one monitoring solution
- Appliance ready to use out of the box: includes MySQL, Nginx, and PHP
- Highly Performing and Flexible
Zabbix 4.4 - Medium performance

Zabbix SIA
Estimated costs: $470.97/month

Zabbix monitors performance & availability of IT infrastructure

Overview

Zabbix is an enterprise-class open source distributed monitoring solution designed to monitor and track performance and availability of network servers, devices, services and other IT resources.

Zabbix is an all-in-one monitoring solution that allows users to collect, store, manage and analyze information received from IT infrastructure, as well as display on-screen, and alert by e-mail, SMS or any other channel when thresholds are reached.

Zabbix allows administrators to recognize errors and design problems within a short period of time and therapy.
CLOUDS: NEXT

- Zabbix proxy
- Technical support services
- New cloud platforms: both global and regional
ZABBIX EVENTS

ZABBIX 2020 Conference BENELUX
The biggest Latin American event about monitoring and Zabbix

April 17-18, Porto Alegre-RS, Brazil

Language: Portuguese + Spanish
JOIN US FOR THE 1st ZABBIX CONFERENCE GERMANY!
April 23-24 | Berlin, Germany

Early bird
Event Hall Only
€265
Purchase now

Early bird
Event Hall + Fun
€295
Purchase now

Early bird
Full Participation
€695
Purchase now

Early bird
Zabbix Fan
€850
Purchase now

Language: German
JOIN US FOR THE 1st ZABBIX CONFERENCE BRNO!
Jun 12 - 13 | Brno, Czech Republic

Language: Czech + Slovak

Early bird
Event Hall Only € 215 Purchase now
Event Hall + Fun € 265 Purchase now
Full Participation € 595 Purchase now
Zabbix Fan € 750 Purchase now
10th anniversary

Expected 600 visitors
More than 45 countries
Over 30 presentations
Sponsor exhibition hall

Over 10 workshops
All 4 training sessions
All exams during week-end
Many personal meetings

Riga, Latvia
October 30-31
Best companies in the world use ZABBIX
QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU!

Sergey Sorokin
ZABBIX Business Development Director